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the spin 2 also features headroom monitoring, a feature only the traktor scratch live/pro/pro2/turntable controllers have. the
spin 2 also offers traktor pro 2.6 compatibility. once the spin 2 is paired with an ipad/iphone, you can use the provided

software and play it like a disc and or mixed to the daw via the built in audio connections. the obvious differences between
the ddj-wego and the ddj-se are the lack of the large jog wheels on the se, smaller light shows, and more step sequencer-like
functionality. you also cant access any kind of multimedia files, and the half-duplex layout means there arent even usb ports,
either. the way its hooked up in the yem-06 represents a great compromise between cost, function and portability. however,
its a great, great controller for the money, period. after years of addiction, and feeling dirty and guilty about such a thing, i

quit (i think) the good old days of vinyl. i bought a good $300 turntable and a $400 mixer, and i believe that we should always
be green with a british accent. think of it: that might be the only way to get american turntable makers to put out a new,

lighter, smoooooth unit for the price of one in the states. what a difference a year makes. back then, the ddj-wego felt like a
full turntable, only portable. now its a djing juggernaut that can handle any beat, anywhere. there are just too many great

things about the ddj-wego to list them all. but here goes: you can take it on the road with you, feel like a million dollars and
still only cost 300 bucks, hand off your laptop for a few seconds while you bounce a set and never worry about doing so again
until the next time you can plug it into your mac. the jog wheels rock, and are easy enough to use that they dont demand an

extra learning curve.
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primary key features of the wego include: virtualdj pro 8 compatible; great for two turntables; a built
in headphone amplifier for djing on the go; a matching usb hub with 3 x usb 2.0; a 5-button jog

wheel; 6-channel fx control; 5-channel cue deck control; headphone output for djing on the go; and a
companion mini keyboard. the ddj-wego supports up to 32 vinyl records. to choose a record, you will
pick up a cue sheet and move the cursor on your track to the appropriate section of the page. you

will hit a cue button, which will highlight the spot where the cue sheet points to. then you’re ready to
trigger the record. once its on, you can adjust the record’s speed and add effects. the ddj-wego also

supports the new pioneer ddj-s8000, which is a digital dj controller with a turntable. the game is
compatible with the pioneer ddj-s8000 djm-s3200, s5000, ddj-s3000, ddj-s9, ddj-s8, s7000, s2000,
and ddj-s100. in addition to the ddj-wego, a number of virtualdj accessories are also announced,

including a mixer, usb and wireless headphone-throughs, a turntable, and two controllers. the ddj-
wego works with the ddj-s8, ddj-s7000, ddj-s6, ddj-s5000 and ddj-s2000 controllers. pioneers new ddj-

wegodj may cost $349. shipping is available to the united states and canada for the pioneer ddj-
wegodj at the time of publication for us$349 and cad$469 respectively. expect no more than a few
months for the ddj-wegodj to get into the hands of djs around the world. in a classic move, vestax
has designed the ddj-wegodj to run the same code as its older ddj-1pro. this means that wego djs

will be able to hook up to standard pioneer dj hardware, as well as working within the same dj
software. pioneers much-touted spin motors and 6 decks are also present on the ddj-wegodj, which

means that you can get a motorised platter into your mix. 5ec8ef588b
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